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When JOHN OSBORNE held Meetings a few weeks ago in the OSHAWA-ONTARIO CANADA AREA = ROBERT LOGAN, of 78 Riverglen Drive, KESWICK, Ont. L4P 2R1 = asked him when he was going to call people "OUT!" of the Church according to the Message - the LAST MESSAGE to the Laodiceans in this MIDNIGHT HOUR = JOHN OSBORNE turned to him and asked:

"What are you - some Kind of:"SHEPHERD'S ROD?"

SOME KIND OF SHEPHERD'S ROD?

With the press of people after a Meeting = Bob Logan could not say much more except to ask him to STUDY the PARABLE. The PHARISEE SCHOOL = STANDISH=SPREAS=VIELAND=FERRELL=SANTEE=HODGES=HUDSON=are being BOMBARDED with the Question:

"When are you going to call people OUT of the Adventist Church?"

TO CALL THEM "SHEPHERD'S ROD"

means they know NOTHING about the "SHEPHERD'S ROD!"They are IN FACT:

"SHEPHERD'S ROD!" The Shepherd's Rod Movement was started by 2 Jesuit Priests = HOUTEFF and BACHAND=1929-30. They set up a "MOUNT CARMEL CENTER" = WACO, TEXAS. I was ACCUSED of being a "SHEPHERD'S ROD" before I had even heard the Name. While I was a Conference Worker. I took after them right from BEGINNING to END. I EXPOSED them more than anyone else in North America. I think I know SOMETHING about "SHEPHERD'S ROD."

These "JOHNNIE=COME=LATELIES" have a Lot to learn about the "SHEPHERD'S ROD." They ARE "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" HOUTEFF and BACHAND had a "KNIFE BATTLE" because the SON of the one was caught in Bed = with the DAUGHTER of the other. BACHAND was driven OUT = and tried to Redeem a lot of Money he had put into the Center = but Failed. He started a Work on his own = attracted a lot of attention because he Zeroed in on "HEALTH REFORM." And took after Women's "SHORT-SHORTS." Which not even the CATHOLICS would allow on their Grounds. They had a SIGN at the Gate = "NO SHORTS OR PEDAL-PUSHERS!"

BACHAND was Financed for many Years by an Adventist Minister's Wife. Until she Died. I wrote MORE LETTERS to him than to anyone else. I suppose I have HUNDREDS of Letters. We tried to convert each other. He would FLUCTUATE back and forth - as would many others. NAGEL=GROTHEER=RIEND=STERLEY=SANTEE=BRINSMEAD=MICHAELSON=DURST=ROGERS= -1-
MOST OF THEM could not do what we are doing - playing TAPES and Re-Printing Papers we had made YEARS AGO = to show that we have NOT been DRIVEN about by every "WIND OF DOCTRINE!" We have DOCUMENTED where these people have taught ONE THING at one Time and Place = and "SOMETHING ELSE" at another Time and Place. We have just about ALWAYS taken the UNPOPULAR SIDE. Because we do not believe ANYONE will be SAVED = "BELIEVING=A=LIE!"

"And there shall in no wise enter into it any thing that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh ABOMINATION, or MAKETH A LIE!" Rev.21:27. "For WITHOUT are DOGS, and SORCERERS, and WHOREMONGERS, and MURDERERS, and IDOLATERS, and WHOSOEVER LOVETH and MAKETH = A LIE!" Rev.22:15.

IF OSBORNE AND THE SHEPHERD'S ROD have an uncommon Attack of "HONESTY" = they will ADMIT that the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" = DID NOT call ANYONE out of the Church. THAT is the FIGHT we had with them = RIGHT=FROM=THE-BEGINNING. "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST ENCYCLOPEDIA" COMMENTARY 10:328. HOUTEFEFF FIRST "DAVIDIAN" PUBLICATION(1930)="...a double Lesson; namely, the 144,000[of Rev.7:4-9;14:1] and a call for REFORMATION." (THE SHEPHERD'S ROD, first ed., 1930. Vol.1, p.11).

144,000 SEALED ADVENTISTS would go out and bring in an "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that no FROOM=RIEND=TUCKER=ROGERS=BREWER=NAGEL=GROTHEER=DURST=KING=ANDERSON=OSBORNE=SANTEE=STANDISH=SPEAR=BRINSMEAD='["ONCE=UPON A=TIME!"] could "NUMBER!" HOUTEFEFF SAID = he found that in the "SABBATH SCHOOL WORKER" = 3 YEARS before he printed it! And that THIS was his MAIN DOCTRINE! To LIFT UP Adventists to realize their DESTINY. And Woe betide anyone that Teaches ANY DIFFERENT! To this Day. NO

We are NOT: "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" and NEVER=HAVE=BEEN! We leave that to the OSBORNE CULT. Who Preach what the Adventists want to Hear. They would not be POPULAR=ONE=MINUTE! if they taught the Truth. They are 100% "SOME KIND OF SHEPHERD'S ROD WORSE THAN HOUTEFEFF!

DAVIDIANS TAUGHT that in some "FUTURE"=they would take over the Laodicean Pulpits = this came to a Climax= SPRING of 1959 - in which all Adventist Ministers would Wake up = DEAD! They even had the DATE down = and called in the NEWS MEDIA = WATCH OUR DUST! God will perform a MIRACLE = the Adventist Ministers will be DEAD! and by "MIRACULOUS MEANS"="FLYING SAUCERS!"=144,000 SHEPHERD'S ROD joined by ADVENTISTS that were WORTHY = would be TRANSPORTED TO JERUSALEM = to be used as a Head-Quarters to give the alleged:"LOUD CRY!" -2-
VERY CAREFUL READING of the aspirations of AL FRIEND-GROTHEER=and many others = PLANNED to take over the Adventist Pulpits - in an EMERGENCY = WILL ROSS STATEMENT

That is the Heart and Soul of the fake "WILL ROSS STATEMENT" fabricated by ROGERS and FEATURED by such as FRITZ ALSETH at the SACRAMENTO MEETINGS = 1984. WALTERS=BINGHAM=RODAN=all had such Visions. GC 338-9.1884 GC 209-10.Set their own Dates."THE BIG 4"=ROGERS=FRIEND=WRIGHT of AUS トラリア=WRIGHT of CANADA= 120 Years from 1844 comes to 1964. GROTHEER = 1967. FROOM = 1973. ALSETH=STAHLMAN= WOLFE-PAC=SANTEE = OCT.-NOV. = 1987.

HOUTEFF'S WIFE threw in the Sponge = GAVE UP after their failure= SPRING of 1959. OLSON called them BACK into the Adventist Church = REASON ENOUGH to LEAVE=THAT=CHURCH!

RODAN set the Date = one Year later. BINGHAM and WOODS SISTERS = tried to entertain STRAGGLERS. JOHNSON took over and is more on the Ball than any of them.

The Self-confessed "AWAKENING" clustered around the SHEPHERD'S ROD DATE of 1959. DAISY MEYERS gave us a "LAST CHANCE" to accept her Message = the same period of Time.

WE CUT THE GROUND OUT FROM UNDER HER = 1960. ALL OF THEM=just about EVERY ONE = the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" will give the "LOUD CRY!" = the Holiest Church in all History - 144,000 Strong! "AN INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" will come and BOW LOW = SALAAM LOW = before 144,000 Adventist Feet. THE TRUTH IS JUST THE OPPOSITE = "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN"


OSBORNE IS WORSE THAN HOUTEFF!

THE DAVIDIANS looked for a "MIRACLE" looked into the FUTURE (until they set a Date = 1959)=but OSBORNE is waiting for NO DATE! He is going to take over = NOW!

With the CHARISMA of BRINSMEAD = 1960 = as LESTER CUNNINGHAM would put it = "...with PRIDE... TOWERING PRIDE!"


"...what I call the "JOHN OSBORNE USE OF TITHE POLICY" being mailed to every Adventist home in North America through his "PROPHETY COUNTDOWN" Magazine "TELECASTER" Spring 1987, in which he asks the members to make a better use of the TITHE by sending it to him..."=JUAN R. PRESTOL, secretary, Greater New York Conference -3-
of Seventh-day Adventists, Manhasset, New York. MINISTRY, August 1987. p. 28. THIS IS A SWITCH!

BALLANGERISM = "GATHERING CALL" = 1914 printed the Arguments of JONES and WAGGONER = and called for a complete Break with the Church and Ellen White.

HOUTEFF=BACHAND="THE SHEPHERD'S ROD" = 1930 rumored to have printed the Philosophies of a "Mrs. Martin" a Minister's Wife. FIERCELY LOYAL to the SDA Church = PUSHED their way in where they were not wanted. CLAIMED to "BELIEVE" THE SOP. This was the START of a large Faction such as NAGEL and ROGERS and GERMAN REFORM.

BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT-HUDSON=RUE+BILL PARKS=BOB WHITE=DURST=KING= and many others proved to be the LARGEST GROUP so far = many were SHEPHERD'S ROD "OFFSHOOTS." 1960. DESPERATELY tried to retain their MEMBERSHIP = partly for that reason would not knowingly accept Tithe.

JOHN OSBORNE = 1987 = to OPENLY call for "TITHE!!" is a SWITCH indeed! He is HEADED for ASSASSINATION unless this is a WILSON "ONE-WORLDER" PLOT to SPLIT the Church into FACTIONS thus "DIVIDE and CONQUER!" WILSON and HEPPENSTALL tried it with BRINSMEAD and FORD. COUNTERFEIT

SATAN THE DEVIL tries to give the Idea that a "GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among Seventh-day Adventists." SM 1:204. "Their "FOUNDATION" would be built on the "SAND." "STORM and TEMPEST would sweep (it) away." SM 1:205. They would keep SUNDAY on XMASS and EASTER/. GC 443, Would call in their 500 Lawyers. GC 444-5. Would become the:"MOST BITTER ENEMIES" of the Saints. GC 606-8."God was NOT in their Company." T8:69. NL 96. T1:212-3. MH 197. SM 2:153.

THEY WILL GIVE THE "LOUD CRY?" How can they when they will not even know WHAT=1T=1S! and will HATE it as they did in 1888. TM 300, 507..TM 70. PREDICTION

A ROCKET will DELIGHT a CROWD=but when it is Spent = not even little Boys will pick it up = lest they get their Hand and their Cloth soiled, and catch it from Mama.HOUTEFF= ROGERS=BRINSMEAD rocketed to great Heights = "soon dies out, leaving the DARKNESS more DENSE than before." GC 463.

WHO WANTS TO FOLLOW THEM NOW? OSBORNE has put on an AMAZING Display. He could not have done this without CONCERTED AID. Not clear to us yet=what Powers are behind this Scheme?

WHERE WILL THEY END? We know where they will End. As the Jews did in Old Jerusalem. "...that terrible DESOLATION was but a FAINT SHADOW(of this "ABOMINATION of DESOLATION" coming NOW!) GC 36. (37). "These DUMB DOGS...ALL perish TOGETHER! T5:211-2. THE REMEDY? The SAME as in Old Jerusalem: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406. -4- There is no other.